EC/4K News
Ms. Julie & Mrs. Smith’s Class
Feb 8th, 2010

Our Schedule
Monday A
Tuesday B
Wednesday C - No School
Thursday D - Library
Friday A

Homework
Work on the following skills at home with your child:

✓ Play the game “Concentration” with family member names. (Make two sets of name cards for each family member).

✓ Count out a certain amount of small objects (straws, cotton swabs, and/or cereal).

Curriculum Update!!
Math
Our focus this week will be on recognizing numbers 1-10, using counting and one-to-one correspondence.
Handwriting Without Tears (HWT)
Our focus this week will be on review of printing letters and numbers that we have covered.
Second Step
Our focus this week will be on understanding the meaning of disappointment and ways to calm down when you feel disappointed.
Art
In art, with Mrs. Stevens, we are practicing cutting and making heart holders!
*Thank you so much for the plastic bags! We are in need of empty toilet paper or paper towel rolls for a project! Thank you!
February Birthdays – HAPPY BIRTHDAY Myyay, Lilly, and Aben!
We are looking forward to our Dental Presentation on Tuesday!
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